
The Foreign-born IMPOSTORS Sabotaging Kenya 

Must be Defeated 

99% of Kenya problems have been caused by IMPOSTORS who were sent to Kenya by a 
very powerful 1st world country. The IMPOSTORS’ job is to weaken Kenya economy, 
divide the people, and to make the country insecure.


THEIR ultimate goal is to eventually have an IMPOSTOR as president of Kenya, 
something that has already been accomplished in Somalia, where the current President is 
a non-Somali IMPOSTOR.


The number of the foreign-born IMPOSTORS in Kenya is estimated to be between 
1,000-5,000. Most of them are living what appear to be mundane lives, disguised as 
Kenyans simply going on with their normal lives.


The well-known IMPOSTORS include Farouk Kibet, Ahmednasir Abdullahi, Ledama ole 
Kina, Hassan Joho, Isaac Mwaura, Moha Jicho Pevu, Rahab Mukami and Faith Gitau.




The IMPOSTORS sent to Kenya do various jobs under the radar, undetected by Kenyans. 
The jobs they do include:


1. Attending - in large numbers - political rallies of certain politicians, and cheering, to 
make them appear to be popular on the ground;


2. Attending - in few numbers - political rallies of certain politicians, and heckling, to make 
them appear to be unpopular on the ground;


3. Spying on targeted Kenyans;


4. Sabotaging businesses of targeted Kenyans;


5. Popularising certain political players, on the ground and online;


6. Slandering certain targeted Kenyans, on the ground and online;


7. Popularising certain policies, on the ground and online;


8. Misleading Kenyans about certain policies, on the ground and online;


9. Becoming embedded into certain targeted Kenyans - as business associates, friends, 
girlfriends/boyfriends, or husbands/wives;


10. Using rumour and innuendo to cause suspicion and hate between different Kenyan 
tribes;


11. Being sent outside Kenya to act as just another Kenyan student/immigrant, and do 
the above 1-10 jobs on targeted Kenyans abroad…


Many Kenyans doubt whether it is possible for this to be true: People born and raised in 
another country, coming to Kenya ILLEGALLY, obtaining FAKE Kenya Birth Certificates…
without raising any suspicion.




Furthermore, these IMPOSTORS don’t appear worried, even when called foreign-born 
IMPOSTORS…


I will now explain why the above happens.


Most of the well-known top spy agencies in the world recruit (a) adults, and (b) talented or 
well educated adults.


One top spy agency, however, decided to infiltrate other countries by recruiting kids, and 
training them to speak and act like a person from the country he/she would later be sent 
to.


This spy agency started recruiting children as young as 4-6 years, and taught them to 
take the persona of a targeted foreign nation/community/tribe.


Since these kids’ training starts when they are very young, they are completely 
BRAINWASHED by the spy agency. In essence, they are taught to have ZERO 
conscience, at a very young age.


Since the powerful spy agency has infinite resources, they are able to have these 
recruited kids even study the curriculum of the targeted country.


If the kid is to eventually be sent to Kenya, where he will take the persona of a Kikuyu 
from Nyeri, then he will be taught Kikuyu, with a Nyeri accent, in addition to being taught 
the 8-4-4 curriculum, while still living in his own country.




After the kid has been indoctrinated enough, and grown to an age where he can be 
trusted to live in Kenya without leaking any real information about himself - eg age 15+ - 
he would be sneaked into Kenya, and enrolled, say, in standard 8. He would then sit for 
his KCPE, and proceed to high school.


All this time, no Kenyan would be suspecting a thing.


In Kenya, he would be having his country’s spy agents acting like his parents/guardians.


Eventually, the IMPOSTOR might go to university/college, or get into business etc.


Since these IMPOSTORS have a very powerful team behind them, they will achieve 
whatever has been planned for them to achieve.


The reason that IMPOSTORS like Farouk Kibet, Ahmednasir Abdullahi, Ledama ole Kina, 
Hassan Joho, Isaac Mwaura, Moha Jicho Pevu, Rahab Mukami, Faith Gitau etc. do not 
show any guilt consciousness is because they have ZERO conscience.


They do not experience the emotions/feelings we experience when found out to have lied 
or committed a crime.




NOTE: NONE of these IMPOSTORS studied Standard 1 in a Kenyan primary school. 


The powerful spy agency couldn’t bring a 6 year-old to Kenya, regardless of how 
BRAINWASHED the kid was - too young to be trusted with keeping secrets.


Take the case of a 40 year-old IMPOSTER who came to Kenya as a 17 year-old. That 
person has lived in Kenya most of his/her life. However, this IMPOSTOR will be actively 
working for his/her real employer - the foreign spy agency - by SABOTAGING Kenya 
under the radar.


To prove that these IMPOSTORS living in Kenya for many years does not make them feel 
like Kenyans, or sympathise with Kenyans, look at the case of lawyer Ahmednasir 
Abdullahi.


Kenyans ‘know’ that Ahmednasir was born in Mandera county. Mandera people ‘know’ 
Ahmednasir is one of them. Ahmednasir himself says he is a Kenyan-Somali born in 
Mandera.


Many Kenyan-Somalis are proud of Ahmednasir’s achievements.


Yet, Ahmednasir is a very strong supporter of Somalia IMPOSTOR President Farmaajo, 
whose policies have led to increased Al-Shabaab terror attacks in North-East Kenya, 
mostly in Mandera county.


Kenya government sent 2 Cuban doctors to Mandera. 2 years ago, they were kidnapped 
by Al-Shabaab and taken to Somalia. To date, Ahmednasir has never condemned that 
attack.


In fact, even ordinary Kenyans have asked loudly why Ahmednasir never condemns Al-
Shabaab terrorists.


Yet, Al-Shabaab terror activities have led to Mandera people living the most deprived lives 
in Kenya. Mandera county has been described as the worst place for a mother to give 
birth, and for a child to be born and thrive, in the whole of Kenya.




Doctors do not want to work there. Same case with nurses, teachers etc. because of Al-
Shabaab terror activities in the county. 


Yet, Mandera’s most famous ‘son’ considers Al-Shabaab as his friends/allies. ZERO 
conscience. ZERO empathy.


My point? All these IMPOSTORS - each one of them - are enemies of Kenyan people. It is 
only that some hide their activities more than others.


However, all the IMPOSTORS’ agenda is the same - SABOTAGE of Kenya, to weaken 
Kenya, so that they and their bosses can finally conquer and rule the country.


The head of Kenya-based IMPOSTORS is farouk Kibet, who has been embedded into DP 
William Ruto for about 20 years now.


It is Ruto who provides the IMPOSTORS with political cover.


Recently, it was revealed in court how some businessmen were conned more than 
KES100 Million by people operating in Ruto’s office. The businessmen did not just meet 
the conmen in hotels - one of the conwomen was actually operating in DP Ruto’s office.


How is this possible? It is what I have called The Criminal Parallel Government, led by 
Farouk, and protected by Ruto - or rather, they have Ruto in their pocket.




My opinion is that Ruto is so entangled with these underworld characters led by 
IMPOSTOR Farouk, and they have so much dirt on him, such that he cannot dis-entangle 
himself from them.


Since Ruto has refused to resign, the only solution is to IMPEACH him.


Impeachment of Ruto will mean the IMPOSTORS have no significant political protection. 
GoK would then be able to take the top IMPOSTORS down.


Major investigations will confirm their BIRTH Certificates are FAKE, and they cannot show 
any credible Kenyan witnesses who saw them attending Standard 1 in any Kenyan 
primary school.


Once the top IMPOSTORS are prosecuted and EXPELLED from Kenya, it would be time 
to smoke out the remaining 1,000-5,000 IMPOSTORS spread around the country, mostly 
in Mt Kenya region.


I know of a tactic that would smoke out all of the 1,000-5,000 IMPOSTORS, but I cannot 
state it now, for obvious reasons.


DP Ruto needs to let Kenyans breath. He is preventing Kenya from getting rid of 99% of 
our problems.
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